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The Effect of Higher Energy Prices from H.R. 2454 on
Missouri Crop Production Costs
Introduction
At the request of Missouri Senator Kit Bond, the Food and Agricultural Policy Research Institute
at the University of Missouri-Columbia (FAPRI-MU) has analyzed the effect of higher energy
costs from the recently House-passed legislation, “The American Clean Energy and Security Act
of 2009” (H.R. 2454) on Missouri crop production costs. This analysis uses increases in energy
costs as estimated by CRA International (http://www.nationalbcc.org/images/stories/documents/
CRA_Waxman-Markey_%205-20-09_v8.pdf) in its analysis of H.R. 2454. FAPRI-MU uses the
results from CRA International since models of energy markets that would allow analysis of
energy price changes from H.R. 2454 are not maintained by FAPRI-MU. This analysis hinges
directly on the energy price effects as reported by CRA International.
This report is not a full analysis of the impact of H.R. 2454 on Missouri crop producers. This
report does not incorporate likely responses by producers to these changes in production costs.
As input costs increase, producers could adjust input usage and the mix of crops produced, with
implications for crop yields, production and prices. Crop prices would also be affected by any
impacts of H.R. 2454 on biofuel production. This analysis also does not consider any gains that
Missouri crop producers could receive by selling carbon credits. All of these issues remain
important to include in any overall analysis of H.R. 2454.
This analysis uses current 2009 Missouri crop production cost estimates as the base and
examines the level of these production costs in 2020, 2030, 2040 and 2050 assuming these
production costs change only as a result of the higher energy costs estimated by CRA
International under H.R. 2454. Other factors will come into play in determining future
production costs; however, this approach allows the effects of H.R. 2454 to be isolated from
these other factors. Because of the approach used, production cost changes are estimated in terms
of 2009 dollars.
Farm-level cost effects summary
Table one provides the estimated effects for selected representative Missouri farms. This table
takes the per acre effects shown in tables two through six to calculate the aggregate production
cost effect. Each farm shown in this table is built using information from a panel of producers
from the area to describe a farm that is representative of the size and other characteristics that are
prevalent among full-time producers in that particular area of the state.
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The Lafayette County farm, which has 1,900 acres of planted crop area (798 acres of corn, 1,007
acres of soybeans and 95 acres of wheat), shows a production cost increase relative to the
baseline of $11,649 in 2020. The production cost increase on this farm grows to $30,152 using
the 2050 energy costs increases shown by CRA International.
The other two farms are impacted in a similar fashion to the Lafayette County farm and only
differ in crop mix and total acreage. The Carroll County farm shows a $4,903 increase in
production costs in 2020, growing to $12,666 by 2050 as a result of the higher energy price
scenario.
CRA International energy price changes
This analysis calculates changes in crop operating costs based on the changes in energy costs
estimated by CRA International as a result of H.R. 2454. These energy cost effects can be found
at the bottom of tables two through six. CRA International shows motor fuel prices increase by 4
percent relative to a current-policy baseline in 2020 and the increase grows to 11 percent by
2050. Natural gas prices rise by 14 percent relative to the baseline in 2020 and by 34 percent in
2050. Electricity rates rise by 16 percent relative to the baseline in 2020 and 45 percent in 2050.
The calculations provided here follow directly from these results. Any changes in these estimates
of energy price impacts will translate directly into changes in the estimates of per-acre crop
production costs.

Crop operating cost budgets
The crop budgets used in this analysis are based on average production practices employed in
Missouri. For example, the corn dryland budget assumes 125 pounds of nitrogen, 70 pounds of
phosphorus and 55 pounds of potash. The irrigated corn budget increases the nutrient use to a
160-90-70 mix. These budgets are meant to represent average Missouri budgets but will not
represent any particular Missouri producer.
The operating cost components that depend on energy inputs are adjusted for the increase in
energy prices calculated by CRA International. For example, the fuel, drying and irrigation
energy category allows pass-through of 95 percent of the increase in energy costs while the crop
chemical cost category has a pass-through of 3 percent of the increase in energy costs. Fertilizer
cost pass-through is different for each nutrient so that the overall impact on fertilizer cost
depends on the mix of nutrients used for each crop. For example, nitrogen fertilizer costs are
closely tied to natural gas prices, and nitrogen fertilizer is important for corn and wheat
production, but not for soybeans.
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Fertilizer costs are expected to increase by the largest percentage for the corn and wheat budgets
followed by fuel, drying and irrigation costs. For soybeans, the direct fuel, drying and irrigation
energy category increases by the most in percentage terms followed by fertilizer costs.
Dryland corn costs increase by $10.03 per acre in 2020, an increase of 3.2 percent. By 2050,
dryland corn costs rise by $25.44 per acre, or 8.1 percent. The irrigated corn budget shows a
larger increase in production costs due to more usage of energy-based inputs, rising by $34.14
per acre in 2050, or 8.8 percent.
Soybean operating costs rise by the smallest amount in both absolute and percentage terms under
the scenario. They are less dependent on energy costs than costs for the other crops examined.
Soybean operating costs rise by $8.01 per acre in 2050 or 4.4 percent.
Summary
Producers use many energy inputs in the production of agricultural commodities. The direct
impact of a policy change that increases energy costs will be to reduce farmers’ bottom lines.
This analysis shows only the direct effects of higher energy prices that are expected to result
from H.R. 2454. This analysis does not provide a complete analysis of H.R. 2454. The analysis
does not consider possible impacts on input usage, biofuel production, crop production and
prices, or the value of any carbon credits that producers might be able to sell.
Using the 11, 34 and 45 percent increases found by CRA International in motor fuel, natural gas
and electricity prices, respectively, by 2050 as a result of H.R. 2454, estimated Missouri crop
operating costs increase by 8.1, 8.8, 4.4 and 10.4 percent for dryland corn, irrigated corn,
soybeans and wheat respectively.
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